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Abstract

In order to improve the detection rate of hybrid DoS attack in wireless sensor networks, a node energy consumption analysis
technique is used to establish an intrusion detection method based on the trust of node energy consumption. A hybrid DoS attack
with normal energy consumption can’t effectively detected by the existing energy consumption prediction algorithm. Based on
the energy consumption prediction algorithm, a power series correlation check is proposed. Experimental results show that when
the network is attacked by hybrid DoS, the algorithm can improve the detection rate of malicious nodes, prolong the lifetime of
network, and reduce the impact of hybrid DoS attack on network traffic effectively.
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1. Introduction

The wireless sensor network is composed of a large number of distributed sensors. These sensor nodes are used to
monitor physical data or environmental characteristics such as sound, vibration, temperature, humidity, pressure,
motion and so on, and used to send the collected data to information gathering centers such as base stations1,2.
Normally, the sensor nodes are mostly deployed in uncontrolled areas such as hostile environment3. Due to the
wireless sensor network’s using of wireless radio communication, it is vulnerable to denial of service (DoS) attacks.
And sensor nodes are constrained by various resources, such as storage, computation and energy, it makes wireless
sensor networks face more challenges in security field than other networks4.
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In recent years, DoS attack on wireless sensor networks have been studied by scholars at home and abroad. Han
G proposes an intrusion detection scheme based on node energy prediction5. It analyzes the energy consumption
difference of different DoS attack comprehensively, predicts the energy consumption of nodes by Markov chain
model, and judges the security state of nodes. Alsaedi proposes a detection model of Sybil attack through the node
energy trust mechanism6, and the Sybil attack was identified by multilevel detection. Shivaji proposes a wireless
sensor network energy saving intrusion detection scheme based on Bayesian energy prediction7, which detected the
malicious nodes with energy consumption by comparing the actual energy and the predicted energy. The node of the
energy anomaly is detected as a malicious node. Yasotha proposes cluster head nodes detect malicious attacks by
monitoring the energy of the nodes8. The monitoring node uses the hidden Markov model (HMM) to predict the
energy and compares it with the actual energy detected by the energy query technology. The detected attacks are
classified according to the energy threshold.

The above intrusion detection mechanism based on energy consumption all have a good detection effect for a
single DoS attacks, but they do not consider the actual situation of the node being attacked by hybrid attacks. Aiming
at the hybrid DoS attack9 in wireless sensor network, a new intrusion detection method based on energy trust
(IDSET) is proposed on the existing detection mechanism, which improves the detection rate of hybrid DoS attacks.

2. Analysis Model of Node Energy Consumption

2.1. Algorithms Overview

The existing energy detection models judge the safety state by comparing the actual and predicted values of the
remaining energy after the end of one working cycle, but they do not detect the energy consumption change process
in the whole working cycle. The malicious nodes of a single DoS attacks mode have significant energy differences
compared to the normal nodes5-8, as shown in Fig.1. Considering that malicious nodes take multiple modes of DoS
attacks, the performance of their energy consumption changes in a working cycle can be similar to that of the normal
nodes. Therefore, only considering the energy consumption change of nodes can’t effectively detect such hybrid
DoS attacks.

Fig. 1. Comparison of energy consumption rates.

For the sensor nodes with limited energy, different working states have different degrees of power consumption10,
and their power distribution are shown in Fig.2. The core idea of this paper is to divide the working cycle of the
node into smaller sub time slice to record the residual energy. By converting the residual energy sequence into the
power consumption sequence, and calculating the correlation between the ideal power sequence, we can judge
whether the node behave is normal in the work cycle.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.procs.2018.04.297&domain=pdf
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For the sensor nodes with limited energy, different working states have different degrees of power consumption10,
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Fig. 2. Energy consumption distribution of general sensor

2.2. Energy Consumption Model

The network topology of this paper is a cluster type wireless sensor network. It is assumed that the cluster head
node (CH) is not destroyed by a malicious attack and is not limited by the resource, and the cluster member node
(CM) is always within the range of the cluster head node.

(1) We describe the energy consumption of nodes by recording the residual energy at different time points in a
working cycle. The energy consumption time series �� ,� within a working cycle of a node is defined as formula (1):

, , , ,{( , ),( , ), ,( , )}     i t i t i t i t lE t e t e t l e (1)

where � is the node number, and � is the initial time of node residual energy monitoring, and � is monitoring interval
time, and �� is a working cycle time, and ��,�+�� is the node residual energy when time is � + ��. It is obvious that the
residual energy time series is a strictly monotonically decreasing sequence of time.

(2) Define ��,� as the node power sequence, which can be calculated by (1):
( 1)2
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Define ���=��+(�−1)� − ��+���, the original type can be converted to:

, 2( , , , )   i t lP p p p (3)

Considering that manufacturers have specific power consumption performance parameters for a specific type of
sensor, it is reasonable to assume that a typical normal node performs a reference power consumption sequence ��� at
specific jobs:

2( , , , )   t lP p p p (4)
(3) Define ���,�,����� as the Pearson correlation coefficient of the node � power sequence ��,� and the reference power

sequence ��� .
The range of Pearson correlation coefficient is [-1,1]. When ���,�,����� is closer to 1, linear correlation between the

sequence ��,� and the sequence ��� is stronger, which reflects the energy consumption behave in the work period is
normal; whereas the linear correlation is weak, the current cycle energy consumption has more possibility of
abnormal behave. Obtained from the knowledge of Mathematics, we have:
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where � is the mean value of the sequence ��,� , and �� is the mean value of the sequence ��� , and σ ��,� is the
standard deviation of the sequence ��,�, and σ ��� is the standard deviation of the sequence σ ��� , and �nd ��,�,���
is the covariance of the sequence ��,� and ��� .

The formula for calculating ���,�,����� is as follows:
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(4) Define ∆��,� as the prediction value of energy consumption in a working period of a node. This paper uses the
same energy consumption prediction algorithm5.

3. Energy Trust Algorithm

The sensor node � records its energy consumption in a work cycle �,� + �� , and sends its ID, Position and ��,� ,
in a three tuple form ID，Position，��,� , to the corresponding cluster head node.

CH stores the three tuple information into the matrix CM when it receives them from the other sensor node in the
same cluster for the first time.
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Among �R, � represents the number of sensor nodes in the cluster; ��,�������� refers to the latest updated residual
energy of node � . When CH receives the information of the common sensor in its cluster, it will use the energy
consumption trust algorithm to verify the security state of them with the following steps:

(a)Identity Check: CH checks the legality of the message senders’ ID and Position, when the information arrive
at CH node. If the node is determined to be a member of the cluster, step(b) “Energy Consumption Check” will be
triggered; otherwise, the message will be deleted by CH.

(b)Energy Consumption Check: abnormality of the residual energy of the sensor node � is predicted by the
following formula:
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where ��,�������� is residual energy of node � recorded in the last working cycle; ��,�+�� is the residual energy recorded
in the current working cycle; ��,�������� − ��,�+�� denotes the energy consumption of the current working cycle, it
numerical value should be within � , which represents the error range of ∆��,� . If ��,�+�� exceeds the error range of
∆��,� , the energy consumption of the current working cycle is considered to be abnormal, that means the working
cycle is unsafe, unsuccessful interaction times N will be increased with 1 and CH will use ��,�+�� to update the value
of ��,�������� in CM; on the other side, continues to step(c) “Power Consumption Check”.
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(c) Power Consumption Check: use Pearson Correlation Coefficient ���,�,��� �� to depicts the linear correlation
between ��,� and ��� .

CH transforms the energy consumption sequence ��,� sent by node � to the power consumption ��,� sequence
according to formula (2). Then, calculate the ���,�,����� between ��,� and ��� according to formula (6).

Correlation threshold ρ is set by experiment according to the actual performance of sensor node and the
monitoring environment. Then use it to judge the abnormality of sensor node � as follows:

, ,

( , 1] add(S)
[ 1, ) add(N)





 
  i t MP P

(9)

When ���,�,����� ∈ ρ, + 1 , it means ��,� and ��� have a strong linear correlation, then CH use ��,�+�� to update the
value of ��,�������� in CM.

(d)Trust Value Calculation: each CH stores the historical situation of the nodes’ interactions in the time windows
into the matrix. The size of time window  is determined by the specific scenarios. As time goes on, the time
window ignores the older interactive records and adds new interactive records.

Fig. 3. Time Window Δ.

The trust value of node � is calculated with the following formula:
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��t,� �, refers to the times of successful interaction between CH and node � in a time window  , while
��t,� �, represents the unsuccessful interaction times; ⋅ is an operator for rounding upward; ��t,� � denotes the
trust value of node � in time window , with a range of 0,10 . ��t,� � = 10 means a complete trust; ��t,� � > 4
means node � has a relative high security within the time of ; otherwise, node � should be marked as a unsafe node.

It needs to be explained that 1 ��t,�  + 1 is a penalty factor. When the number of node and cluster head
interaction failures increases, the trust value of the node � is quickly close to 0.

(e)Information Aggregation: CH receive messages from common sensors in the corresponding cluster, aggregate
the information and then send them to BS, while transmitting their own ID, Position and �t�� , in the form of
< ID, Position, �t��,� > to BS.

4. Simulation and Analysis

In this paper, the simulation experiment of IDSET algorithm is carried out using NS2 simulation tool. In the
simulation experiment, 100 sensor nodes are randomly deployed in the area of 100m*100m, and the simulation
parameters are set as Table 1.

Table 1: Simulation parameters

Parameters Value

node placement randomly deployed

location of cluster head node (50,50)

communication range 20m

6 Xie Jinhui/ Procedia Computer Science00 (2018) 000–000

channel bandwidth 1Mbps

simulation time 600s

propagation mode free space

packet size 512bytes

initial energy of each node 3J

We choose Sinkhole and Selective Forwarding attacks as hybrid DoS attack, and set the error of the energy
consumption of a malicious node within a working cycle is less than 10% compared to the normal node energy
consumption. The performance of IDSET algorithm and IDSEP, IDSEM algorithm are evaluated from three aspects
of network life cycle, network traffic and detection rate.

Fig. 4. Network lifetime

Fig.4 is the life cycle of the wireless sensor network. When the wireless sensor network suffers a hybrid DoS
attack, the number of network node survives decreases. It can be seen from the figure, in a WSN with IDSEP,
IDSEM, the dead node began to appear around 50s, and began to drop sharply at about 150s, and all of the nodes
were dead at about 350s. The survival nodes curve under IDSEP or IDSEM is close to the curve under no intrusion
detection defense mechanism. Obviously, the experiment shows that IDSEP or IDSEM can't effectively prevent
hybrid DoS attacks; in a network with IDSET algorithm, the dead nodes began to appear around 100s, and all of the
nodes were dead at about 500s. Compared with IDSEP or IDSEM, the survival nodes curve of IDSET declined more
slowly, and extended 42.8% of the network life cycle.

Fig. 5. Network throughput
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(c) Power Consumption Check: use Pearson Correlation Coefficient ���,�,��� �� to depicts the linear correlation
between ��,� and ��� .

CH transforms the energy consumption sequence ��,� sent by node � to the power consumption ��,� sequence
according to formula (2). Then, calculate the ���,�,����� between ��,� and ��� according to formula (6).

Correlation threshold ρ is set by experiment according to the actual performance of sensor node and the
monitoring environment. Then use it to judge the abnormality of sensor node � as follows:
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When ���,�,����� ∈ ρ, + 1 , it means ��,� and ��� have a strong linear correlation, then CH use ��,�+�� to update the
value of ��,�������� in CM.

(d)Trust Value Calculation: each CH stores the historical situation of the nodes’ interactions in the time windows
into the matrix. The size of time window  is determined by the specific scenarios. As time goes on, the time
window ignores the older interactive records and adds new interactive records.

Fig. 3. Time Window Δ.

The trust value of node � is calculated with the following formula:
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��t,� �, refers to the times of successful interaction between CH and node � in a time window  , while
��t,� �, represents the unsuccessful interaction times; ⋅ is an operator for rounding upward; ��t,� � denotes the
trust value of node � in time window , with a range of 0,10 . ��t,� � = 10 means a complete trust; ��t,� � > 4
means node � has a relative high security within the time of ; otherwise, node � should be marked as a unsafe node.

It needs to be explained that 1 ��t,�  + 1 is a penalty factor. When the number of node and cluster head
interaction failures increases, the trust value of the node � is quickly close to 0.

(e)Information Aggregation: CH receive messages from common sensors in the corresponding cluster, aggregate
the information and then send them to BS, while transmitting their own ID, Position and �t�� , in the form of
< ID, Position, �t��,� > to BS.

4. Simulation and Analysis

In this paper, the simulation experiment of IDSET algorithm is carried out using NS2 simulation tool. In the
simulation experiment, 100 sensor nodes are randomly deployed in the area of 100m*100m, and the simulation
parameters are set as Table 1.

Table 1: Simulation parameters

Parameters Value
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location of cluster head node (50,50)

communication range 20m
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channel bandwidth 1Mbps

simulation time 600s

propagation mode free space

packet size 512bytes

initial energy of each node 3J

We choose Sinkhole and Selective Forwarding attacks as hybrid DoS attack, and set the error of the energy
consumption of a malicious node within a working cycle is less than 10% compared to the normal node energy
consumption. The performance of IDSET algorithm and IDSEP, IDSEM algorithm are evaluated from three aspects
of network life cycle, network traffic and detection rate.

Fig. 4. Network lifetime

Fig.4 is the life cycle of the wireless sensor network. When the wireless sensor network suffers a hybrid DoS
attack, the number of network node survives decreases. It can be seen from the figure, in a WSN with IDSEP,
IDSEM, the dead node began to appear around 50s, and began to drop sharply at about 150s, and all of the nodes
were dead at about 350s. The survival nodes curve under IDSEP or IDSEM is close to the curve under no intrusion
detection defense mechanism. Obviously, the experiment shows that IDSEP or IDSEM can't effectively prevent
hybrid DoS attacks; in a network with IDSET algorithm, the dead nodes began to appear around 100s, and all of the
nodes were dead at about 500s. Compared with IDSEP or IDSEM, the survival nodes curve of IDSET declined more
slowly, and extended 42.8% of the network life cycle.

Fig. 5. Network throughput
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Fig.5 is the traffic of the wireless sensor network. Once a malicious node initiates a hybrid DoS attack, the
network communication is obviously disturbed. When a WSN with IDSEP or IDSEM is attacked, the network
communication capability decreases by 87%. The WSN with IDSET communication capability decreased by 52%.
Because the IDSET algorithm detects a malicious node, it isolates it and reestablishes the secure communication,
which makes the network traffic significantly improved.

Fig. 6. Detection ratios

Fig.6 is the detection rate of malicious nodes in wireless sensor networks. From the figure, we can see that
IDSEP and IDSEM algorithm has lower detection rate for malicious nodes with normal energy consumption, and
the detection rate is no more than 8% within the 40s attack time. It shows that the IDSEP or IDSEM algorithm has
security vulnerabilities for such attacks. The detection rate of the IDSET algorithm is greater than 80%, which
indicates that increasing the power check on the basis of the energy consumption check can improve the recognition
rate for the hybrid DoS attack.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, an intrusion detection method based on Energy Trust in wireless sensor networks is proposed. It is
based on the prediction of energy consumption and increased the correlation calculation of energy consumption to
evaluate the security state of nodes. Experiments show that this method can effectively identify a more concealed
hybrid DoS attack. However, this method is based on the high precision of sensor nodes for monitoring their own
energy consumption. When a node suffers a flood attack, it may cause most of the nodes in the region to an unsafe
state. If the enemy controls the node and forges the energy information, the node escapes from the monitoring. This
will be a problem that we need to solve in the next stage.
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